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Abstract
Objective Intensification of diabetes therapy with insulin
is often delayed for people with suboptimal glycaemic
control. This paper reports on the feasibility of using an
innovative mobile health (mHealth) programme to assist a
diabetes insulin dose adjustment (IDA) service.
Methods Twenty adults with diabetes referred to a tertiary
hospital IDA service were recruited. They were provided
with a cloud-based mobile remote monitoring system—
the mobile diabetes management system (MDMS). The
credentialled diabetes educator (CDE) recorded the time
taken to perform IDA utilising the MDMS versus the
conventional method—which is a weekly adjustment of
insulin doses by a CDE through telephone contact based
on three or more daily blood glucose readings. Participants
and staff completed a feedback questionnaire.
Results The CDE spent 55% less time performing IDA
using MDMS than using the conventional method. The
participants were satisfied with MDMS use and the CDEs
reported improved efficiency.
Conclusion Incorporating a mHealth programme for an
IDA service has the potential to improve service delivery
efficiencies while simultaneously improving the patient
experience.

Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a chronic condition in
which the risk of complications is reduced
by achieving recommended blood glucose
level targets.1 2 In type 2 diabetes, insulin
is commenced if lifestyle measures and
other antidiabetic agents do not achieve
the glycaemic target. Insulin is commenced
from diagnosis in type 1 diabetes and dosage
adjustments may be required intermittently
according to glycaemic control.3 Delay in initiation or intensification of insulin therapy can
contribute to suboptimal glycaemic control.4 5
Referral to an insulin dose adjustment (IDA)
service for either insulin initiation or titration
can assist in improving glycaemic control, but
it is a resource-intensive and time-consuming
process. Previously reported studies have
utilised mobile health (mHealth) strategies
to improve efficiencies and achieve better
glycaemic outcomes over conventional

methods.6–8 Of the reported studies, most
have targeted basal insulin titration (eg,
long-acting insulin) but not a combination
of complex insulin regimes that include basal
and bolus insulins.7 8 Moreover, there are no
reported trials in an Australian setting that
employed mHealth for IDA in people with
diabetes other than weekly diabetes education/coaching for type 1 diabetes.9
The IDA service has been described elsewhere.10 Briefly, a diabetes health professional, often a credentialled diabetes educator
(CDE), located at a tertiary hospital diabetes
centre runs the IDA service in liaison with
the endocrinologist to provide education on
insulin and its administration (for insulin-
naïve patients) followed by weekly phone
contacts for IDA advice. The patients achieve
recommended glycaemic targets usually
within 4–6 weeks. We designed a mobile-based
IDA (mIDA) programme to improve the efficiency of the IDA service, improve the patient
experience and reduce the possibility of transcription errors. We previously tested and
reported on the mIDA programme through
a proof-
of-
concept trial involving patients
with diabetes and stable glycaemic control .11
The mIDA uses the mobile diabetes management system (MDMS) comprising a smartphone app (android version for this trial)
which pairs with a Bluetooth-enabled glucose
meter and automatically uploads blood
glucose levels (BGLs) to a clinician portal
via the ‘internet cloud’ (figure 1).11 The
patient has the option of manually entering
their insulin doses (if different to the insulin
prescription on the mobile app) and free-text
comments with each BGL entry. The MDMS
utilises cloud-
based remote monitoring to
present BGL and their trends on the app at
the patient-end while enabling the clinicians
to visualise the data on the portal synchronously and send messages and insulin dose
recommendations to the patient. The home
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Figure 1

The care model for the insulin dose adjustment programme using the mobile diabetes management system 11.

page of the portal displays a summary of each individual’s
glycaemic status. This is designed to help the prioritisation of patient follow-ups, and the process can be customised depending on desired outcomes and local resources.
The MDMS was developed through an iterative process
with the aim to enhance the quality and timeliness of
the patient–clinician interaction, and support patient
self-management of diabetes. The earlier mIDA proof-
of-concept study showed promising levels of adherence,
usability, perception of usefulness and satisfaction.11 The
study participants provided feedback to improve the
MDMS. The suggested changes were incorporated in the
version used in this trial. This paper reports on a feasibility trial assessing the user experience of the MDMS
in the mIDA programme at a tertiary hospital diabetes
centre and potential improvements in the efficiency of
the IDA service.
Methods
Twenty patients referred to the IDA service from the
Brisbane Princess Alexandra Hospital (PAH) diabetes
outpatient clinic, PAH diabetes telehealth clinic and a
PAH community outreach diabetes clinic were recruited.
The inclusion criteria were as follows: ≥18 years of
2

age, patients with diabetes referred to the IDA service,
minimum education level of year 6 (or equivalent) and
using a smartphone. Participants were excluded if they
were living in areas with no coverage of the 3G/4G cellular
internet or were unable to communicate in English.
Each participant recruited in the trial was provided
with a Bluetooth-
enabled glucose-
meter (Accu-
Chek
Aviva Connect meter, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Basel,
Switzerland). If a participant’s smartphone was incompatible with the app and/or the glucose-meter, the participant was provided with a compatible smartphone. The
CDEs trained each participant in-person on the use of
the app and the glucose-meter. The CDEs then followed
up participants to titrate the insulin dose once or twice
weekly according to their glycaemic variability. For each
interaction, the CDEs initially used the MDMS to make
the necessary IDA, send a text-message to the participant
via the portal and then record the total time taken. The
text-
message contained insulin dose recommendations
and/or other advice regarding improving their glycaemic
status. Immediately following this, they contacted the
participants via conventional method over the phone,
provided IDA advice and then recorded the time taken
via this method. If there were technical issues that could
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not be fixed by the CDEs, a software-engineer who had
assisted in the development of MDMS was engaged.
On discharge from the IDA service, participants were
asked to fill a Likert-
scale questionnaire to assess the
user experience. Likert scales were scored as (1) strongly
disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5)
strongly agree. This questionnaire was previously used in
the earlier proof-of-concept trial. The participants were
able to enter free-text comments on what they liked and
what they disliked, and on further improvements to the
MDMS. Feedback from the CDEs was obtained by an
online questionnaire.
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS (IBM Corp.
Released 2017. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows V.25.0).
Data are presented in percentages, means and medians.
Mann-
Whitney U test or Student t-
test was used as
appropriate.

Results
The median age of the 20 participants recruited to the
study was 58 years (ranging from 20 to 69 years, IQR
65 - 42) and 45% were female. Two participants were
lost to follow-up as they stopped accessing the diabetes
service and were uncontactable. All participants had type
2 diabetes except one with type 1 diabetes. The average
training time in use of the MDMS was 45 min. The median
IDA service duration was 3 weeks with a range from 1 to
14 weeks.
There was a total of 90 attempted IDA contacts by the
CDE for 18 participants. There were 67 instances when
both the MDMS and conventional IDA delivery times
were recorded. The mean time for IDA using MDMS
was 5.1 min (SD 3.1), a significant time saving compared
with 11.3 min (SD 6.0) with conventional approaches (p
value <0.001). Overall, there were five instances where
instead of MDMS, only conventional care time taken was
recorded for providing the IDA service. The reasons for
this included technical issues on two occasions, participant requiring hypoglycaemic management education,
attendance at the outpatient clinic unrelated to diabetes
and discharge from the IDA. On 17 (18.9%) occasions,
participants were not contactable. Of these occasions, the
time taken for conventional contact was recorded on 10
occasions. The time taken ranged from 2 to 15 min, with
a median of 5 min (IQR 10-4). The higher time requirements were more often related to the process involved
in making multiple attempts to contact participants.
Out of the 17 non-contactable instances, IDA times were
recorded for the MDMS on 15 occasions with a median
time of 5 min (ranging from 1 to 10 min IQR 5-1).
There were MDMS-related technical issues (both participant and provider-related) documented by the CDEs in
6 (6.7%) out of the 90 contacts. These included issues
with Bluetooth-pairing, compatibility of the app with the
smartphone’s operating system and inability to send text-
messages through the MDMS.

There was a single instance of an error in BGL out of
the few hundred readings relayed to the CDE over the
phone which was picked up on comparison with the BGL
uploaded to the clinician portal.
User experience data were available for 13 out of the
18 participants (figure 2). The participants were satisfied
with the MDMS and had a high preference for continuing
to use the system as indicated by the score of 4.7 out of
5. They disagreed that participation in the study took too
much time. There were technical problems related to
the automatic Bluetooth-transfer of BGL. However, the
mean score of 3.6 was an improvement on the previous
proof-of-concept study’s mean score of 2.6 in response
to ‘I had no technical problem using the system’. The
free-text comments also highlighted that the participants
liked the visual representation of data, the increased
access to healthcare providers and the ease of use. Some
of the participants’ quotes highlight these aspects—‘the
graph sections, seeing my patterns of my BGL gave me a
visual take on what’s going on with me and make those
changes’, ‘less appointments and more feedback from the
health team to assist getting on track’ and ‘easy to use’.
The participants’ feedback recommended to enhance
the Bluetooth connectivity, usability of the app screens
and the provision of technical assistance when faced with
technology-related issues. Review of usage data of the
18 participants who completed the study showed that a
median of 99 BGL entries per participant was uploaded
in 4 weeks (IQR— 114 - 72). However, only five participants entered their insulin doses. The experience from
the four CDEs who participated in the trial was positive,
with three out of four reporting no problems and stating
that the MDMS improved their efficiency. The CDEs questionnaire free-text comments suggested improvements to
the MDMS, such as an easier set-up for patients and clinicians, and a confirmatory message if the patient has seen
the advice sent to them.
Discussion
In this feasibility trial, we evaluated the time-efficiencies
and user experience of a newly developed mIDA service,
following promising user feedback from an earlier
proof-of-concept trial.11 The findings suggest that mIDA
improves time-efficiencies by 54.8% from a CDE perspective, has the potential to reduce transcription error and
improves the patient experience in the IDA service. This
trial is part of a series of projects aimed at testing a new
model of specialist outpatient diabetes care using various
eHealth strategies.
The IDA service at the PAH has a capacity of accommodating 50 new diabetes patients per week. From the
median time taken per IDA contact in this study and using
a conservative estimate of 1 contact per patient per week,
the total calculated time per week required for IDA using
MDMS is 255 min as opposed to 565 min with the conventional IDA service. This equates to a potential CDE time
saving of 5.16 hours/week. A previous cloud-based insulin
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Figure 2

Scores of the questionnaire to evaluate the user experience.

titration study with 40 participants examining basal
insulin initiation and titration had reported a greater time
savings of 15.7 min per subject in the intervention arm.7
This would equate to a CDE time saving of 13.08 hours/
week if this were to be replicated at the PAH IDA service.
This difference in time savings are likely to be due to the
within-
subject design and inclusion of more complex
participants (on both basal and bolus insulins) in our
trial. Similarly, pregnant women with gestational diabetes,
which like IDA requires frequent healthcare professional
contact, had improved blood glucose control by using an
app and required two less clinic visits on average during
their pregnancy compared with non-users of the app.12
Phone contact requires synchronous communication
and this study showed that a substantial proportion of
patients (18.9%) were not readily available via phone
contact. The mIDA programme can provide valuable
feedback to patients through easier communication
methods like text-
messaging or in-
app messages. The
time savings are likely to be higher than reported in this
feasibility trial, as the CDEs first used the MDMS system
followed by the conventional approach for the same
patient. Moreover, with regular MDMS use, the CDEs
are likely to become quicker in navigating the system.
Time taken for technical training of participants has not
been considered in these calculations. This is because we
foresee that in-person technical training can be replaced
4

by patient codesigned step-by-step training videos, that
the use of technology like mobile apps outside of a healthcare setting will become more widespread, and that the
same individual might require multiple occasions of IDA
service in their diabetes journey. Thus, we see that MDMS
use provides the ‘gift of time’, enhancing the ability of
the CDEs to see more patients and provide a high-quality
service leading to better user experience for people with
diabetes.12
Transcription errors are a significant concern when
using conventional methods to deliver IDA. Although
there was only a single instance of error, this could have
led to potentially serious consequences had the error
missed a documented hypoglycaemic episode and inadvertently resulted in increased insulin doses.13
The patient feedback questionnaire confirmed the
earlier favourable proof-
of-
concept study scores on
ease of use, the time required to use, and overall satisfaction with the MDMS along with helping the participants to be more confident in self-
managing their
diabetes.11 However, only a small proportion of participants entered their insulin doses as compared with
BGL. Automation, such as the use of cloud-connected
insulin pen devices, is likely to improve clinician access
to data.14 Although the participants continued to have
a few Bluetooth connectivity issues between the app
and the glucose-
meter, the majority of participants
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agreed that there were no technical problems using
the system; this was an improvement on the proof-of-
concept trial. With technological advances, this is not
unexpected and is likely to improve with time.15 The
CDEs provided feedback on patient safety measures and
advised that displaying on the clinician portal a record
of the patients accessing the clinicians’ message would
be useful. This will help to close the communication
loop and save time by avoiding further confirmatory
patient follow-ups via phone.
As with the mobile insulin titration intervention study,
we are now transitioning the mIDA programme to an
implementation trial for understanding generalisability
and acceptability among patients and providers.16 As
technology advances, innovative solutions like patient
facing-
apps/devices that guide self-
titration of insulin
through automated prompts with support from healthcare providers will become increasingly available and
might be even more cost-effective.6
Limitations of the trial include the small sample size.
However, this was a feasibility trial with double the sample
size from the earlier proof-
of-
concept trial. Reported
literature suggests a number as low as 10 has been used in
feasibility trials.17 Well-designed randomised controlled
trials (RCTs) are required to compare the MDMS intervention versus conventional care, but we opted for a
feasibility trial before an RCT based on a framework for
telehealth interventions.18 Given our findings it is reasonable to hypothesise that MDMS could save time as in our
trial the CDEs used MDMS first followed by conventional
care. However, a possibility is that some of the conventional interactions might have helped better educate the
participant regarding diabetes self-management, which
might not be possible through text-
messages alone.
Hence, the mIDA programme might require a hybrid
approach — a combination of regular text-messaging and
occasional phone contacts if required. As the participants
received both MDMS and conventional care, caution
needs to be exercised in interpreting the user experience
findings, especially in relation to the overall satisfaction,
continued system use and self-management confidence.
However, the MDMS intervention is a radical departure
from conventional practice and the rest of the questions
were specific to the MDMS intervention. The user experience questionnaire, though an unvalidated one, enabled
the comparison of responses across the proof-of-concept
and feasibility trials. Moreover, there were no highly reliable usability questionnaires specifically designed for
mHealth apps at the time of conducting the trial.19 We
did not report on adherence as it would be impossible to
differentiate between the two approaches given a within-
subject design. mHealth intervention trials have shown
that the users improve glycaemic status in the short-term
(up to 12 months)20 but reports regarding adherence are
mixed and difficult to evaluate.11 21 As the IDA process
usually lasts for a period of 4–6 weeks only, the service
efficiency derived from mHealth strategies are likely to
be sustainable.

We hope the findings of this feasibility trial lead to
further research examining the cost-
effectiveness of
mHealth tools in assisting the IDA service. mHealth
solutions like the mIDA programme have the potential
to help design new models of care and build capacity to
serve a wider cohort of patients within existing resources.
Following this feasibility trial, our next step is to test a
new model of outpatient specialist diabetes care that
aims to redesign the current in-person visits for specialist
care through the provision of better self-
management
support outside of clinic visits through enhancements to
the MDMS such as contextual automated text-messages
based feedback, periodic patient online self-report and
provision of virtual clinics. The protocol of this pilot RCT
has been published.22
Conclusion
The mIDA has the potential to improve IDA service efficiency and user experience. We believe it is important
that we improve diabetes care delivery efficiencies given
the increasing prevalence of diabetes and workforce
shortages. A mHealth programme for IDA service might
assist in addressing the therapy intensification inertia in
diabetes clinical practice.
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